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We exhibit the construction of stable arc exchange systems from the stable 
laminations of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. We prove a one-to-one 
correspondence between (i) Lipshitz conjugacy classes of C 1þH stable arc 
exchange systems that are C 1þH fixed points of renormalization and (ii) Lipshitz 
conjugacy classes of C 1þH diffeomorphisms f with hyperbolic basic sets L that 
admit an invariant measure absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Hausdorff measure on L. Let HD s(L) and HD u(L) be, respectively, the Hausdorff 
dimension of the stable and unstable leaves intersected with the 
hyperbolic basic set L. If HD u(L) ¼ 1, then the Lipschitz conjugacy is, in fact, a C 1þH 
conjugacy in (i) and (ii). We prove that if the stable arc exchange system is a C 1 þ 
HD s þa fixed point of renormalization with bounded geometry, then the stable 
arc exchange system is smooth conjugate to an affine stable arc exchange 
system. 
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1. Introduction 
The works of Masur [17], Penner [22], Thurston [39,40] and Veech [38] show a strong 
link between affine interval exchange maps and Anosov and pseudo-Anosov maps. 
Pinto et al. [33] developed a smooth version of the above link proving that every C 1þH 
diffeomorphism f on a surface, with a codimension 1 hyperbolic attractor, induces a C 
1þH interval exchange system Ff accordingly with Williams’ approach [39]. Here, we 
extend the result in Ref. [33] to diffeomorphisms f on a surface with a hyperbolic 
basic set that includes codimension 1 hyperbolic attractors, and also Smale 
horseshoes Anosov diffeomorphisms (see also Pinto et al. [34]). The extension 
presented in this paper forces us to consider arc exchange systems with a junction 
sets of maps. E. Ghys and D. Sullivan (see Cawley [4]) observed that Anosov 
diffeomorphisms on the torus determine circle diffeomorphisms that have an 
associated renormalization operator. In the same direction, we prove that every C 
1þH diffeomorphism f on a surface, with a hyperbolic basic set, determines a 
renormalization operator acting on the topological conjugacy class ½Ff ]C 0   of Ff. 
Then, we go one step further proving that 
every Lipschitz conjugacy class of C 1þH  interval exchange systems F [ ½Ff ]C 0   that are 
C 1þH fixed points of renormalization ½Rf F]C 1   H   ¼ ½F]C 1   H   determines a unique Lipschitz 
þ þ 
conjugacy class of C 1þH diffeomorphisms g, topologically conjugate to f, with an 
invariant measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Hausdorff measure 
on their invariant sets. Furthermore, there is a Teichmu¨ller space of measure 
solenoid functions (as introduced in Ref. [28]) which characterizes the set of all 
Lipschitz conjugacy classes of C 1þH arc 
 
 
 
exchange   systems   F [ ½Ff ]C 0      that   are   C 
1þH    fixed   points   of   renormalization 
½Rf F]C 1þH   ¼ ½F]C 1þH .  Denjoy  [5]  has  shown  the  existence  of  upper  bounds  for  
the smoothness of Denjoy maps (see related results of Harrison [12] and Norton 
[21]). If L is a codimension 1 hyperbolic attractor, then, as proved in Ref. [33], there is 
no C 1 þ HD(L)  þ  a s- arc  exchange  system,  with  bounded  geometry,  that  is  a  C 1 þ 
HDðLÞþa   fixed  point  of renormalization with regularity a greater than zero. Poincare 
proved that every C 1þa circle diffeomorphism is C 0 conjugate to a rigid rotation. 
 j¼1 
j   1 
j¼1 
j   1 
Arnol’d [1], Herman [13] and Yoccoz [40] proved that every smooth enough circle 
diffeomorphism with Diophantine rotation number is smooth conjugate to a rigid 
rotation. In the same spirit, we prove that if the i-arc exchange system is a C 1 þ HD 
i þa  
fixed point of renormalization with bounded geometry, then the i-arc exchange 
system is smooth conjugate to an affine i-arc exchange system, where HDi is the 
Hausdorff dimension of its minimal set. 
 
1.1 Hyperbolic diffeomorphisms 
Throughout this paper, ( f, L, M) is a C 1þH diffeomorphism f with a hyperbolic basic 
set L and with a Markov partition M on L satisfying the disjointness property as 
we pass to describe. We say that ( f, L) is a C 1 þ hyperbolic diffeomorphism if it has 
the following properties: 
(i) f : M ! M is a C 1þa diffeomorphism of a compact surface M with respect to a C 1þa 
structure Cf on M, for some a . 0. 
(ii) L is a hyperbolic invariant subset of M such that f jL is topologically transitive and L 
has a local product structure. 
We allow both the case where L ¼ M and the case where L is a proper subset of 
M. If L ¼ M then f is Anosov and M is a torus (see Franks [10,11], Manning [16] and 
Newhouse [19]). Examples where L is a proper subset of M include the Smale 
horseshoes and the codimension one attractors such as the Plykin and derived-
Anosov attractors. 
Let i [ {s, u} and let i0  denote the element of {s, u} that is not i. Let HD i (L) be 
the Hausdorff dimension of the i-leaves intersected with the basic set (see 
Appendix A.1). Furthermore,  ( f, L)  has  a  Markov  partition  M  on  L  with  the  
following  disjointness property: If HD i (L) , 1, then the i0-leaf boundaries of any two 
Markov rectangles do not intersect  except,  possibly,  at  their  endpoints  (see  also  
Appendix  A.3  and  Bonatti  and Langevin [2]). 
 
2. Arc exchange systems 
A train track T ¼ en Ij= , is the disjoint union of non-trivial sets Ij, topologically non- 
trivial closed intervals, with a given endpoints equivalence relation. Let  
en 
¼ 
Ij be a finite 
disjoint union of non-trivial compact intervals. An endpoints equivalence relation 
consists 
in fixing pairwise disjoint equivalence classes E1, . . .  , Ei  such that  <i Ej  is equal to the 
set of all endpoints of the intervals I1, . . .  , In, and any two endpoints x and y are 
equivalent if, and only if, they belong to a same set Ej. We allow the case 
where some, or all, equivalence classes are singletons. If all the equivalence 
classes are singletons, then the 
endpoints equivalence relation is  trivial. 
The  closed  (respectively,  open)  intervals  contained  in    en 
¼ Ij   are  called closed 
(respectively, open) arcs of the train track T. If T has junctions, then one fix a set of 
junction arcs K1, . . . , Km , T that are images of intervals J1, . .  . , Jm , R by 
homeomorphisms ki : Ji ! Ki with the property that ki(int Ji) intersects only one 
junction. 
 F; j F; j 
F; j F; j 
ð ð     Þ 
F; j ¼ f j; i 
i 
i i n$1 
V 
; ; 
O 
. . . 
F 
V and 
in 
in 
minimal, i.e. 
I belong  to  the  invariant  set 
x  is also equal to the invariant set 
i¼1 
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From now on, a train track T has always associated to a fixed set of junction arcs 
allowed. If I is closed (respectively, open), we say that k(I) is a closed (respectively, 
open) arc in T. A chart in T is the inverse of a parametrization. A topological atlas B 
on the train track T is a given set of charts {( j, J)} on the train track covering locally 
every arc. A C 1þa, with a . 0, atlas B on the train track T is a topological atlas such 
that the overlap maps are C 1þa and have uniformly C 1þa bounded norm. A C 1þH 
atlas B is a C 1þa atlas, for some a . 0. 
Definition 2.1. The quadruple ðF; J F; TF; BFÞ is a C
1þH  arc exchange system if the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(i) TF is a train track with a set {LF;1; . .  . ; LF;m} of junction arcs, and BF is a C
1þa 
train track atlas, for some a . 0. 
(ii) F  is  a  set  of  homeomorphisms  fi  : IF; i  ! JF; i   such  that  fijintðIF; iÞ  is  a  C
1þa
 
diffeomorphism, and IF;i  and JF;i  are non-trivial closed   arcs. 
(iii) J F is a set of C
1þa diffeomorphisms ej ¼ eF; j : LF; j ! KF; j, for j ¼ 1, ..  . , m, with the 
following properties: (a) LF; j is a junction arc, (b) there are closed arcs IL and IR 
such  that IL R F; j ¼ LF; j   and I
L 
R 
F; j is a junction and (c) there are    maps 
fL L R R L L L 
j; i1 ; .. . ; fj; in j; R and fj; i1 ; .. . ; fj; i 
 
nðj; RÞ in F such that ejjIF; j ¼ fj; in j; L + ·· · + fj; i1 
and 
ejjIR 
R 
j; inðj; RÞ 
+ ·· · + fR  . 
1 
For simplicity, (a) we assume that if fi : IF;i ! JF;i is in F, then there is fj : 
IF;j ! JF;j in F such that IF;j ¼ JF;i, JF;j ¼ IF;i and fj ¼ f21, and (b) for every x [ TF, 
there exist at most two distinct intervals IF,i and IF,j containing x. For simplicity 
of notation, we will denote by F the C 1þH exchange system (F,JF,TF,BF). We will call 
JF the junction exchange set of the C 
1þH arc exchange system F. 
We say that a finite sequence {f [ F}m or an infinite sequence {f [ F} is 
n n¼1 
21 
n 
admissible with respect to x, if fin + ·· · + fi1 ðxÞ [ IF; inþ1  and fin  – fin21 , for all n . 1. We 
define the invariant set VF of F as being the set of all points x [ TF for which there 
are 
two distinct infinite admissible sequences {fF [ 
F} 
and {fB [ F} with respect to 
in n$1 in n$1 
x. The forward orbit OF(x) of a point x [ VF is the set {fF ðxÞ : n $ 1}, and the backward 
orbit OB(x) of x is the set {fB ðxÞ : n $ 1}. We will assume that the invariant set VF is 
 
for every x [ VF, the closure O
F ðxÞ is equal to the invariant set VF and 
that the closure   Bð Þ  . Furthermore, we will assume 
that the endpoints of the intervals IF; 1 F; n F 
VF , <n IF; i.   We   denote   the   Hausdorff   dimension   of   VF    by   HD(VF).  If 
0 , HD(VF) , 1, we call F a C 
1þH arc exchange system. If HD(VF) ¼ 1, we call F 
a C 1þH interval exchange system. 
We say that an arc exchange system F is determined by a map f : If ! Jf if all 
the maps fi : IF; i ! JF; i contained in F are the restriction of the map f or its inverse 
f 21 to IF,i. In this case, we call f an arc exchange map. We note that not all arc 
exchange systems are determined by arc exchange maps. 
Let F ¼ {fi : IF;i ! JF; i; i ¼ 1; . . .  ; n} and C ¼ {ci : IC; i ! JC; i; i ¼ 1; . . .  ; n} be C 
1þa 
arc exchange systems with junction sets J F ¼ {eF;j : LF; j ! KF; j; j ¼ 1; ..  . ; m} and J C 
¼ {eC; j : LC; j ! KC; j; j ¼ 1; ..  . ; m}, respectively. We say that F and C are C 
0 
conjugate, if there is a homeomorphism h : VF ! VC with the following properties: 
(i) h   has   a   homeomorphic   extension   j : TF ! TC    such   that   IC;i  ¼ j ðIF;iÞ, 
JC;i  ¼ j ðJF;iÞ, LC;i  ¼ j ðLF;iÞ and KC;i  ¼ j ðKF;iÞ. 
(ii) For every 1 # i # n, h + fiðxÞ ¼ ci + hðxÞ, where x [ VF > IF; i. 
< I > I 
 þ 
þ 
H 
f 
f 
M 
M 
i 
i 
i 
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(iii) For every 1 # j # m, h + eF; jðxÞ ¼ eC; j + hðxÞ, where x [ VF > LF; i.By minimality of 
VF, h is uniquely determined and the arcs jðIF; iÞ, jðJF; iÞ, jðLF; iÞ and jðKF; iÞ do not 
depend upon the extension j of h. We say that F and C are Lipschitz conjugate, if there 
is a Lipschitz homeomorphic extension j : TF ! TC  of h satisfying property (i) 
above. We say that F and C are C 1þa conjugate, for some a . 0, if there is a C 1þa 
homeomorphic extension j : TF ! TC of h satisfying property (i) above. We say that 
F and C are C 1þH conjugate, if F and C are C 1þa conjugate, for some a . 0. We 
denote by ½F]C 1   a  the set of all C 
1þa arc exchange systems that are C 1þa conjugate to 
F, and we denote by ½F]C 1   H 
the 
set 
<a.0 ½F]C 1þa . 
 
2.1     Induced arc exchange  systems 
Let g [ F. Suppose that M and N are Markov rectangles of g, and x [ M and y [ N. 
We say that x and y are stable holonomically related if (i) there is an unstable leaf 
segment ‘u(x, y) such that ›‘uðx; yÞ ¼ {x; y}, and (ii) ‘uðx; yÞ , ‘uðx; MÞ < ‘uðy; NÞ. Let P ¼ 
P M 
be the set of all pairs (M, N) such that there are points x [ M and y [ N stable 
holonomically related. 
For every Markov rectangle M [ M, choose a spanning leaf segment ‘M in M. Let 
I ¼ {‘M : M [ M}. For every pair (M, N) [ P, there are maximal leaf    segments 
‘D C D C 
ðM; NÞ , ‘M , ‘ðM; NÞ , ‘N such that the holonomy hðM; NÞ : ‘ðM; NÞ ! ‘ðM; NÞ is well-defined D C 
(see Appendices A.3  and  A.5).  We  call  such  holonomies hðM; NÞ : ‘ðM; NÞ ! ‘ðM; NÞ the 
(stable) primitive holonomies associated to the Markov partition M. 
 
Definition 2.2. The  complete  set  Hs   of  stable  holonomies  consists  of  all primitive 
holonomies h(M, N) and their inverses h21 , for every ðM; NÞ [ Ps: The complete set Hu 
is defined similarly to s: 
ðM; NÞ 
Let f : T ! T be the Anosov automorphism defined by f ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx þ y; yÞ, where 
T ¼ R2nðZv £ ZwÞ.    We    exhibit   the   complete   set   of    holonomies    Hf ; ¼ 
21 21 21 
M
 
{hðA; AÞ; hðA; BÞ; hðB; AÞ; hðA; AÞ; hðA; BÞ; hðB; AÞ} associated to the Markov partition M ¼ {A, B} 
of f. We consider a derived-Anosov diffeomorphism g : T ! T semi-conjugated, by a 
map 
p : T ! T, to the Anosov automorphism f. The derived-Anosov diffeomorphism g 
admits a Markov partition Mg ¼ {A1, A2, B1} with the property that A ¼ p ðA1Þ < p 
ðA2Þ   and B ¼ p (B1).  The  complete  sets  of  holonomies  Hg; Mg    and  Hf ; M  are  
related  by the D D 
following equalities: hðA;BÞ + pjpð‘ðA1 ; B1 ÞÞ ¼ p + hðA1 ; B1 Þ, hðA;AÞ + pjpð‘ðA2 ; A1 ÞÞ ¼ p + hðA2 ; A1 Þ, D D 
hðB; AÞ + pjp ð‘ðB1 ; A1 ÞÞ ¼ p + hðB1 ; A1 Þ and hðB; AÞ + pjpð‘ðB1 ; A2 ÞÞ ¼ p + hðB1 ; A2 Þ (see Figure 1). 
 
Lemma  1.  The  triple  ðf ; L; MÞ  induces  a  train  track  Ti with  a  set  of  junction arcs. 
Furthermore, the atlas Aiðf ; rÞ induces a C1þa  atlas Biðf ; rÞ on Ti . 
 
Proof. For every i-leaf segment   ‘i [ I i, let ‘^ M be  the  smallest  full  i-leaf segment 
‘i i i
 i 
containin
g 
M  (see definition in Appendix Section). If HD(L ) ¼ 1, then ‘M  ¼ ‘^
 
M . By  the 
Stable Manifold theorem, there are C 1þH diffeomorphisms ji;M  
: ‘^ 
! J^
i
 . We choose 
i i M M 
the C 
1þ
 
H   diffeomorphisms  ji;M   : ‘^ ! J^ M with the extra property that their images   are 
pairwise disjoint, i.e. 
J^
i
 
> J^ N  ¼ 
Y for all M, N [ M such that M – N.  Let 
 i i    
 
  
  
 Mg ðA1 ;B1 Þ      ðA2 ;A1 Þ      ðB1 ;A1 Þ      ðB1 ;A2 Þ      ðA1 ;B1 Þ 
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Figure   1.    The  complete  set  of  holonomies   Hg; ¼ {h ; h ; h ; h ; h21 ; 
h2
1 
21
 2
1 
ð 
;A Þ} for the derived-Anosov diffeomorphism g : T ! T  semi-conjugated, by  a 
map p : T ! T, to the Anosov automorphism f : T ! T defined by f ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx þ y; yÞ. The complete set 
of holonomies for the Anosov automorphism f : T ! T associated to the Markov partition M ¼ {A, 
B} 
is given by Hf ; ¼ {h ; h ; h ; 
h21 ; h21 
; 
h21 
}. The complete set of holonomies Hg;M is 
ðA;AÞ
D 
ðA;BÞ ðB;AÞ 
D 
g 
related to Hf ;M  as follows: hðA;BÞ + pjpð‘ Þ ¼ p + hðA ;B Þ, hðA;AÞ + pjpð‘ Þ ¼ p + hðA ;A Þ, 
D 
ðA1 ;B1 Þ D 
1     1 ðA2 ;A1 Þ 2     1 
hðB;AÞ + pjpð‘ Þ ¼ p + hðB ;A Þ and hðB;AÞ + pjpð‘ Þ ¼ p + hðB ;A Þ. 
ðB1 ;A1 Þ 1     1 
i i 
ðB1 ;A2 Þ 1     2 
i 0 
Let ji : L^ 
M ! J^ M be the map defined by jij‘^
 
M 
¼ ji; M , for every M [ M. Let ‘i ðxÞ be the 
spanning i0-leaf segment of the Markov rectangle M [ M passing through x. Let 
 
  
 i i 
M 
f 
f 
M;N 
M;N : L ! J 
f 
Li
0 
D 
M;N , ‘ M; N 
f ;M M;N 
i 
N 
 
be the projection defined by pi(xi) ¼ yi, where yi [ ‘i ðxiÞ > Li , for every x [ M . If 
Mi M i i 
HD(Li) , 1, then the endpoints equivalence relation is trivial. If HD(Li) ¼ 1, then the 
endpoints equivalence relation is non-trivial, as we pass to describe. The 
endpoints 
x^ i  [ ‘^ M and x^ j  [ ‘^
 
M are in the same endpoints equivalence class, if ‘i
0
 
ðxiÞ > ‘i
0
 ðxjÞ is 
i j i Mi Mj 
non-empty. The endpoints equivalence  class in    
L^ 
is  the  minimal  equivalence class 
satisfying the above property. Let the i-train track Ti  ¼  
L^ 
i  
= , be the set L^ 
i
 
M M 
with the 
endpoints equivalence class as defined  above. 
If HD(Li) , 1, the charts ki,M, for every M [ M, form a C 
1þa atlas Bi(f, r) for the 
train track Ti . f 
If HD(Li) ¼ 1, for every pair (M, N) [ P i
0 
, we define L^ 
i 
ðM;NÞ ¼ ‘^ M < ‘^
 i , Ti as a 
junction arc. We fix an i-leaf segment   Li ð Þ that is the union of two spanning    i-leaf 
segments 
Li 
and Li  . For every i-leaf segment 
Li 
, let L~ 
i
 be the smallest full i-leaf 
M N ðM;NÞ ðM;NÞ
 i
 
segment containing Li 
ð Þ , and a chart 
~jðM;NÞ 
~ i ðM;NÞ 
i 
ðM;NÞ in the atlas A (f, r). By Ref. 
[25],  the  holonomies  hM  : ‘i ! ‘i > M  and hN : ‘i ! ‘i > N  have  C 
1þa
 
i i
 
M
 
ðM;NÞ
i i
 N ðM;NÞ 
extension
s 
h~M   : ‘^ M ! L~ ðM;NÞ  and i h
~N   : ‘^ N ! L~ i ðM;NÞ i 
onto  their  images.  We  define the 
i 
junction  stable  chart  jðM;NÞ : L^ 
i ðM;NÞ 
! JðM;NÞ in  B (f,r)  by  jðM;NÞj‘^  M ¼ 
~j ðM; NÞ ○ h~M and 
jðM;NÞj‘^  N  ¼ ~j ðM;NÞ ○ h~ N . By construction, the charts  
k 
M, for every M [ M, and 
k 
(M,N) , for 
every (M, N) [ Pi
0 
, form a C 1þa  atlas Bi(f, r) for Ti . A 
Let AðM;NÞ; BðM;NÞ  [ M be the Markov rectangles such that there is a i0-leaf 
segment 
ðM;NÞ    that  (i)  passes  through  x,  (ii)  has  endpoints  a ¼ aðM;NÞ  [ int AðM;NÞ   and i0 i0 i0 
b ¼ bðM;NÞ [ int BðM;NÞ, and (iii) LðM;NÞnð‘ ða; AðM;NÞÞ < ‘ ðb; BðM;NÞÞÞ is contained in the 
i0-boundaries of Markov rectangles, where ‘i
0 
ða; 
A 
ðM;NÞ Þ is the spanning leaf of 
A(M,N) 
passing 
through a, and ‘i
0 
ðb; B ðM;NÞ Þ is the spanning leaf of 
B(M,N) 
passing through b. Let ‘(A,M,N) be an 
i-spanning leaf of A(M,N) passing through a, and let ‘(B,M,N) be an i-spanning leaf of B(M,N) 
passing through b. For i [ {A, B}, fix Kði;M;NÞ , ‘ði;M;NÞ and Lði;M;NÞ , LðM;NÞ such that the 
basic holonomy hði;M;NÞ : Kði;M;NÞ > L ! Lði;M;NÞ is well-defined. Let K^ ði;M;NÞ, L^ ði;M;NÞ, ‘^ ðM;NÞ 
and ‘^ C 
ð Þ be the smallest full i-leaf segments that 
contain K 
ði;M; NÞ , Lði;M; NÞ D ðM; NÞ and ‘
C , 
ð Þ 
respectively. The set of all basic holonomies hði;M;NÞ : K^ ði;M;NÞ ! Lði;M;NÞ, with i [ {A; B} and 
ðM; NÞ [ P i
0 
, form the i-primitive junction set (see Figure 2). 
Lemma 2. The triple (f, L, M) induces a C1þH i-arc exchange system 
 
 
 
with the following 
properties: 
 
 
(i) The set Fi ¼ Fi consists of all C
1þa diffeomorphisms fi 
ð Þ : ‘^ 
D 
ðM;NÞ 
! ‘^ 
0 
 ðM;NÞ j‘ 
M;N : ‘ ! ‘ M;N 
i 
ði;M;NÞ ði;M;NÞ 
C ðM;NÞ
, 
with i [ {A, B} and (M, N) [ Pi such that fi D ðM;NÞ ¼ hðM;NÞ. 
(ii) The junction set JF consists of all C
1þa diffeomorphisms e ði;M;NÞ : K^ ði;M;NÞ ! L^ ði;M;NÞ, 
with  i [ {A, B}  and  (M, N) [ Pi
0 
,  such  that  e i 
[ {A, B} and (M, N) [ Pi
0 
. 
ði;M;NÞjK ði;M;NÞ ¼ hði;M;NÞ ,  for every 
 
Proof. Since the holonomies are C 1þa diffeomorphisms with respect to Ai(f, r), (a) 
there 
are C 1þa diffeomorphic extensions fi 
ð Þ 
^ D ðM;NÞ ^ C ðM;NÞ of  the  holonomies h
i : 
ð Þ 
‘D C i i 1þa 
ðM;NÞ  ! ‘ðM;NÞ  with respect to the atlas B ðf ; rÞ, for (M, N) [ P , and (b) there are C 
diffeomorphic extensions eði;M;NÞ : K^  ði;M;NÞ ! L^  ði;M;NÞ  of the holonomies hði;M;NÞ : 
K ! L with respect to the atlas Biðf ; rÞ, for (M, N) [ 
Pi
0
 
and i [ {A, B}. A 
 kðsi Þ 
1 
 
 
 
Figure 2.    The construction of the elements of the junction  set. 
 
 
3. Renormalization of arc exchange systems 
Let F ¼ {fi : I~F;i  ! J~F;i  : i ¼ 1; .. . ; n}  and  C ¼ {ci : I~C;i  ! I~C;i  : i ¼ 1; . . .  ; m}  be C 
1þH arc  
exchange  systems.  We  say  that  C is  a  renormalization  of  F if  there  is a 
renormalization sequence set S ¼ SðF; CÞ ¼ {s1; .. . ; sm} with the following 
properties: 
(i) For every i [ {1; .. . ; n}, we have that 
 
 
 
 
where si  ¼ si 
 
·· ·si  [ S. In particular, VC , VF and Ic 
, IF 
s;1i 
. 
 
i 
 M f ;N 
fj 
¼ f j;i 
M 
 
(ii) For every x [ VFnVC, there are exactly two distinct sequences s
i, sj [ S with 
the property that there are points yi [ IC;i, yj [ IC; j such that 
x ¼ fsi ○ · · ·  + fsi ðyiÞ and x ¼ fsj ○ · · ·  + fsj ðyjÞ; 
kðx;iÞ 1 kðx;jÞ 1 
for some 0 , kðx; iÞ , kðsiÞ and 0 , kðx; jÞ , kðsjÞ. 
For every  F [ ½F]C 0 , let j F   : TF ! TF be an extension of the topological conjugacy 
h between the C 1þH  arc exchange systems F and  F . Since h is unique, by minimality 
of VF, for every si  [ S, j ðIc Þ and j ðJc Þ are the smallest closed arcs containing hðIc Þ 
and 
i i i 1þH 
hðJci Þ, respectively, and, so, are uniquely determined. Define 
the C 
system C by 
arc exchange 
  
 
 
 
 
For every eF;j  : Lfj   ! Kfj , let IC, IC, cj;1; . . . ; cj;nðj;LÞ  and cj;1; . . . ; cj;nðj;LÞ  be as in 
property (ii)  of  definition  of  C 1þa  arc  exchange  system,  in  Section  2.  We  define  the 
junction set J C  ¼ {eC;1; . . . ; eC;m} of C  as follows:  eC;j : LC;j ! KC;j  is given by 
e C; jjjðfðI L   ÞÞ ¼ C
L
 + ·· · + CL and  e C; jjjðfðI R   ÞÞ ¼  C 
R
 + ··  · + CR .  By  construc- 
C;j j;inðj;LÞ j;i1 C;j j;inðj;RÞ j;i1 
tion, C  is topologically conjugate to C and does not depend on the extension j of   
h 
1þH 
considered in the sets j ðIc1 Þ; . . .  ; j ðIcn Þ. Furthermore, C is a 
C 
arc exchange system 
that  is  a  renormalization  of  F   with  respect  to  the  renormalization  sequence      
set 
SðF ; CÞ ¼ SðF; CÞ. Hence, the renormalization operator R is well-defined by  RF ¼ C. 
 
Definition  3.1.  Let  R : ½F]C 0  ! ½C]C 0    be  a  renormalization  operator.  We  say  that  a C
1þa   
arc  exchange  system  G [ ½F]C 0     is  a  C
1þa   fixed  point  of  the  renormalization 
operator R, if RG is C1þa  conjugated to G, i.e. ½RG ]C 1   a  ¼ ½G ]C 1   a . We say that a C
1þH
 
þ þ 
arc exchange system G [ ½F]C 0  is a C
1þH fixed point of the renormalization operator R, if 
G is C1þa fixed point of the renormalization operator R, for some a . 0. 
 
3.1   Renormalization of induced arc exchange systems 
We present an explicit construction of a renormalization operator R ¼ Rf,M  acting on  
the 
topological conjugacy class of the C 1þH arc exchange system Ff, induced by ( f, L, M). 
Let the Markov partition N ¼ f *M be the pushforword of the Markov partition M, 
i.e. for every M [ M, N ¼ f ðMÞ [ N . 
 
Lemma 3. Let Ff ; and F be the C
1þH 
respectively, by (f, L, M) and (f, L, N). 
arc exchange systems induced (as in Lemma 2), 
(a) There is a well-defined renormalization operator 
 
 
 
 
 
L R L R 
(b) Let C ¼ RF. For every eF;j : Lfj ! Kfj and eC;j : Lcj ! Kcj , let Ifj , Ifj , Icj and Icj be 
as   in   property   (iii)   of   the   Definition   2.1.   If  eF;jjIL 
L 
j;in + ·· ·  + f
L
 
1 and 
eF;jjIR ¼ fR + ·· · + fR , then eC; jjIL ¼ c L + ·· · + c L and eC;jjIR ¼ cR + ·· · + cR  . 
 
fj j;in j;i1 cj j;in j;i1 cj j;in j;i1 
 ð Þ 
i   1 
L 
M 
N 
 
Proof. For simplicity of notation, let us denote kM  by k (see (1)). We choose a   map 
 
 
 
with the property that Ni > MsðiÞ – Y, where Ni [ N and MsðiÞ [ M. For each Ni [ N, 
let ‘Ni  be the stable spanning leaf segment ‘Ms i    > pðNiÞ, and let ‘^ Ni be the corresponding 
full  stable  spanning  leaf  (i.e.  ‘^ N 
projection as defined in (1). Set 
 
 
> L ¼ ‘Ni ),  where  p : <
n  M 
¼ ! LM is  the natural 
The set ^ 
N determines the train track 
TN 
with atlas B(f, r) as constructed in Lemma 1. Let 
D C 
HN ¼ {hðNi ;Nj Þ : ‘ðNi ;Nj Þ ! ‘ðNi ;Nj ÞjðNi; NjÞ [ PN } be the (stable) primitive holonomic system 
associated to the Markov partition N. By construction, for every ðNi; NjÞ [ PN 
there is a sequence ha1 ;  .. . ; han   of holonomies in HM  such that 
 
Let   
 
 
 
D D 
 
be  given  by  cðNi ;Nj Þ  ¼ fan + ·· · + fa1 ,  where  fai  [ Ff ;M  and  fai j‘ðNi ;Nj Þ  ¼ hai j‘ðNi ;Nj Þ. Set 
 
 
 
 
Let  Ff ;N   be  as constructed  in Lemma 2.  Hence,  C ¼ Ff ;N , and, so,  C is a C 
1þH arc 
exchange  system.  Since  the  set  SðFf ;M; Ff ;N Þ  of  all  sequences  a1 · · ·  an   such  that 
cðNi ;Nj Þ  ¼ fan + · · ·  + fa1 , for some ðNi; NjÞ [ PN , form a renormalizable sequence  set, 
the C 1þH  arc  exchange system  Ff, is  a  renormalization  of   
F 
f,M .  Therefore,  by 
Section 3, there is a well-defined renormalization operator 
R ¼ Rf ;M  : ½Ff ;M]C 0  ! ½Ff ;N ]C 0 .  Since  N  ¼ f *M  and  RFf ;M  ¼ Ff ;N ,  property  (b) 
holds. A 
 
Lemma 4. The C1þH arc exchange system Ff, is a C
1þH fixed point of renormalization, i.e. 
½RFf ;M]C 0   ¼ ½Ff ;M]C 0 ,  where  R ¼ Rf ;M  : ½Ff ;M]C 0  ! ½Ff ;N ]C 0    is  the  renormalization 
operator. 
 
Proof. We construct a C 1þa conjugacy Q : T ! TM between 
F 
 
f,M and F f,N. For every 
N [ N and  M ¼ f 21(N),  there  is  a  holonomy  uN  between  the  spanning  leaf  
segments 
f 21ð‘N Þ and ‘M . By Theorem 2.1 in Ref. [25], the holonomy uN has a C 
1þa diffeomorphic 
extension u^N  : f 21ð‘^  N Þ ! ‘^  M . Let Q : T ! TM be the C 
1þa diffeomorphism given by 
 
i i 
N 
 
for every N [ N. We observe that each pair 
ðNi; NjÞ [ PN 
 M 
i¼1 
i¼1 
M 
 
determines  a  unique  pair  ðMi; MjÞ ¼ ðf 21ðN iÞ;  f 21ðN jÞÞ [ P D ,  and  vice-versa.  By D 
Lemma 3(b), it is enough to prove that Q conjugates fðNi ;N j Þj‘ðN i ;Nj Þ  with fðM i ;M j Þj‘ðMi ;M j Þ, 1þH 
for every (Ni, Nj) [ PN, to show that Ff, M is a C fixed point of renormalization. 
By construction of the maps uNi  and uNj , we have that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
which ends the proof.  
 
4. Markov maps versus renormalization 
The map F : T^  , T ! T determines a C 1þa Markov map, with respect to the atlas B and 
with invariant set V , T^ , if the following properties are satisfied: 
(i) T^ ¼ T or T^ is a union of closed intervals. 
(ii) F : T ! T is a C 1þa diffeomorphism, for every (small) arc, with respect to the C 
1þa
 
atlas B on the train track T. 
(iii) There exist c . 0 and l . 1 such that, for every x [ V, 
 
 
 
 
 
with respect to charts i; jn [ B. 
(iv) The map F admits a Markov partition {K1; .. . ; Km}, i.e. there exists a finite set of 
arcs  {K^  1; . .  . ; K^ m}  such  that  (a)  Ki ¼ K^ i > V,   (b)   <m ›K^ i  , V  and   (c) 
Fð›K^ iÞ , <m ›K^ i, for every j ¼ 1; . . . ; m. 
21 
Let F : LM ! LM be the map induced by the action of 
f 
on stable leaf segments, 
i.e.  F ðxÞ ¼ p + f 21ðxÞ for every x [ L (see (2)). Since f is a local diffeomorphism, the map 
 F    is   a   local homeomorphism.  
Let 21 
F~ : k ðLMÞ ! kM a ðLM Þ  be  the  map  defined   by 
F~ ¼ kM + F + kM . Since the holonomies have   C extensions (see Theorem 2.1 in  Ref. 
[25]), and the map f is C 1þa, for some a . 0, the map 
F~ 
i 
has  a  C 1þa extension 
1þa 
Ff ;M : Tf ! Tf , with respect to the atlas B ( f,r), (not uniquely determined) that is a C 
Markov   map   with   Markov   partition   {kM + pðM1Þ;  . . . ; kM + pðMlÞ},   where   M ¼ 
{M1; . . .  ; Ml} is the Markov partition of f (see also Pinto and Rand [26]). Hence, 
the 
1þa 
map Ff ;M : Tf ! Tf constructed above is a 
C 
Markov map. 
 
Definition 4.1. Let h : VF ! VC be the topological conjugacy between a C
1þH arc 
exchange system C ¼ {ci : Ici ! Jci ; i ¼ 1; ..  . ; m}
 and 
1þH 
Ff ;M ¼ {fi : Ifi ! Jfi ; i ¼ 1; . . .  ; n}. We say that C induces a C 
FC : TC ! TC; 
Markov map 
 
1þ 
 M if FC is a C
1þa Markov map, for some a . 0, and FC + hðxÞ ¼ h + Ff ; ðxÞ, for every 
x [ VC. 
Let  us  suppose  that  the  C 1þH   arc  exchange  system  C  is  a  C 0   fixed  point  of 
renormalization ½RC]C 0   ¼ ½C]C 0 . In this case, C is an infinitely renormalizable C 
1þH arc 
 m 
N 
 
exchange system, i.e. there is an infinite  sequence 
 
 
 
  
of arc exchange systems inductively determined, for every m $ 1, by R mC ¼ RðR m21CÞ. 
Set 
 
 
 
 
Set, inductively on j $ 1, the sets 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
By  construction,  Lðjþ1Þ  , LðjÞ   and  VR m C  ¼ >j$1LðjÞ.  We  call  LðjÞ the  j-th  level  of the 
m m m m 
partition of RmC. Let the j-gap set GðjÞ of RmC be the set of all maximal closed intervals I 
such that I , J for some J [ Lðj21Þ  and int I > K ¼ Y, for every K [ LðjÞ. We say that the 
m m 
C 1þH arc exchange system C has bounded geometry, if there are constants 0 , c1; c2 , 
1 such that, for all j $ 1 and all intervals I [ L
ðjÞ 
< G
ðjÞ  
contained in a same interval 
0 0 
K [ Lðj21Þ 
0 , we have c1 , jzðIÞj=jzðKÞj , c2, where the length is measured with 
respect to any chart z in the C 1þa atlas BC. 
Lemma 5. Let Ff ;M  be a C 1þH arc exchange system induced by (f, L, M). A    C 
1þH 
1þH 
arc 
exchange system C [ ½Ff ;M]C 0 , with bounded geometry, determines a C 1þH Markov map 
FC  topologically  conjugate  to  Ff,M  if,  and  only  if,  C is  a C 
renormalization operator Rf,M. 
 
Remark 1. Lemma 5 also holds for C 1,a  regularities. 
fixed  point  of the 
 
Proof of Lemma 5. For simplicity of notation, let us denote kM  by k (see (1)). Let 
1þa 
Q : KN ! KM be the C diffeomorphism as constructed in (4). For every N [ N, let 
M ¼ f 21ðNÞ [ M. Recall that ‘N  , ‘M  sðiÞ , LM (see (3)). By construction of F ¼ F f,M 
and Q, the spanning leaf segment ‘  , L 
N has the property that F + kð‘N Þ ¼ kð‘M Þ and 
Fjkð‘N Þ ¼ Q. Therefore,  
  
 
 
Every leaf segment ‘ , LM with the property that F + kð‘Þ ¼ kð‘M Þ is a spanning leaf 
segment  of  N.  Therefore,  there  is  a  sequence  ea1 ; . . .  ; eap  of  arc  exchange  maps  
in F ¼  Ff ;M  such that 
 
 
 
Furthermor
e, 
 
 
 
  
 
Let j : <n If ! <n Ic  be a homeomorphic extension of the conjugacy between F and 
i¼1     i i¼1    i 
 
C. For every e [ F, there is a unique e [ C such that e ¼ j + e + j 21. Since FC is 
 C 
0 
0 
f ;M 
f ; 
f ;M 
 
topologically conjugate to F, by (6), we have  that 
 
 
  
where QC  : jðKN Þ ! jðKMÞ is a homeomorphic extension of the conjugacy between 
C and its renormalization RC. Letting ‘~ N , ‘~ and ea1 ; . . . ; eap   be as above, by (7), we 
obtain that 
 
 
 
 
By (8), if FC is C 
1þa then QC is C 
1þa (also along arcs containing junctions). By (9), if 
QC is C 
1þa then FC is locally a C 
1þa  diffeomorphism. 
Let L
ðjÞ  
be the jth level of the partition of C. By construction, every interval I [ L
ðjÞ 
has 
0 0 
the  property  that  F
j21
ðIÞ  is  an  element  of  the  Markov  partition  of  FC  (this  
property 
characterizes L
ðjÞ
). In particular, the map FC  sends each interval I  [ L
ðjÞ  
onto an   interval 
0 0 
FCðIÞ [ L
ðj21Þ 
for every j . 0. Hence, if C has bounded geometry we obtain that the length 
of the sets in L
ðjÞ 
converge exponentially fast to 0 when j tends to infinity. Therefore, 
using the Mean Value theorem, we obtain that if C has bounded geometry then 
FC satisfies property (ii) and, conversely, if FC satisfies property (ii) we obtain that 
C has bounded geometry. So, we conclude that if C is a C 1þa arc exchange 
system, with bounded geometry, then FC  is a C 
1þa Markov map, and vice-versa. A 
 
5. C 11H flexibility 
Let  ( f, L, M) be  a C 1þH   hyperbolic  diffeomorphism.  Let Ci 
 
be  the  topological 
conjugacy class of  Fi 
M . Let F be the set of all C 
1þH  hyperbolic diffeomorphisms 
topologically conjugate to f (see Appendix  A.6). 
 
Theorem 1. There is a unique    
map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
defined by T i ð½g]C 1   H Þ ¼ ½F
i
 ]C 1   H , where Mg  is the pushforword of the Markov 
f ;M þ g;Mg þ 
partition M of f by the topological conjugacy between f and g. The map T i ¼ T 
i : 
F ! C has the following properties: 
(a) If ½Fi]C 1   H   ¼ T i½g]C 1   H , then HDðV
i  Þ ¼ HDðLi Þ; 
þ þ F g (b) T iðFÞ ¼ C
i , where Ci , C is the set of all C1þH conjugacy classes ½Fi]C 1   H   [ C that 
R R þ 
are C1þH  fixed points of renormalization, ½R iFi]C 1   H   ¼ ½F
i]C 1   H ; 
þ þ 
(c) For  every  pair  
(
½Fs]C 1   H ; ½F
u]C 1   H 
) 
[ Cs  £ Cu , there  is  a unique  C1þH  conjugacy 
þ þ R R 
class of C1þH hyperbolic diffeomorphisms 
 
 
s  u  
 R 
(d) For  every  ½Fi]C 1   H   [ C
i ,  there  is  a  unique  C1þH   conjugacy  class  of  Lipschitz 
þ R hyperbolic  diffeomorphisms  g [ T 21ð½Fi]C 1   H Þ  that  admits  an  invariant  measure 
i þ 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Hausdorff measure on   Lg; 
(e) The set Ci is characterized by a moduli space consisting of solenoid  functions; 
(f) The set Ci consisting of all Lipschitz conjugacy classes in Ci is also characterized by 
L R 
a moduli space consisting of measure solenoid  functions. 
 f ;M 
2 
1 
g 
( \ 
g 
1 
g 
 
The above solenoid functions and measure solenoid functions are introduced in 
Refs. [26,29]  where  they  are  used  to  construct  moduli  spaces  for  the  set  of  all  
C 1þH   and Lipschitz conjugacy classes of C 1þH  hyperbolic diffeomorphisms (see 
Appendix A.10 – A.16). If HDðLi
0 
Þ ¼ 1, then, in Theorem 1, the Lipschitz conjugacy 
classes coincide with the C 1þH  conjugacy classes, and, so, Ci  ¼ Ci . 
L R 
Remark 2. We note that in Theorem 1, if the i-lamination of the hyperbolic basic set L 
is 
orientable, then the i-arc exchange systems in    Ci are determined by i-arc   exchange 
maps. 
 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Ref. [25], the basic holonomies are C 1þa diffeomorphisms with 
respect to the C 1þa  atlases Aiðg1; r1Þ and A
iðg2; r2Þ, for some a . 0. Hence, there is a 
C 1þa  diffeomorphism u : Tg i ! Tg  ,  with  respect  to  the  atlases  B
iðg1; r1Þ  on  Tg and 
A ðg2; r2Þ on Tg2 , such that  u + pg1   ¼ pg2 +  u , where pg1   : Lg1  ! Tg1   and pg2   : Lg2  ! Tg2 
are the natural projections. Hence, the C 1þa induced arc exchange 
system Fg 
conjugate to the C 1þa induced arc exchange system Fg . 
is C 1þa 
Proof of statement (a): Since the holonomies are C 1þa (see Pinto and Rand [25]), 
the Hausdorff dimension of the stable leaf segments ‘ is the same independently of the 
stable 
leaf segment considered, and so equal to HDðLs Þ. In particular, all leaf segments ‘M   [ 
I g have the same Hausdorff dimension which is equal to the Hausdorff dimension of 
Lg. 
Since the arc invariant set TFg; 
is equal to HDðLs Þ. 
is equal to k(Lg), the Hausdorff dimension HD  TFg; 
Proof of statement (b): By Lemma 4, if g [ F, then the C 1þH arc exchange 
system Fg;Mg is a fixed point of the renormalization operator Rg;Mg that, by 
construction, is the same as Rf,M. Hence, T ðF Þ , CR. 
The proof that T ðFÞ . CR  follows from the proof of the statement (c)   below. 
Proof  of  statement  (c):  Let  F  be  a  C 1þH    arc  exchange  system  such   that 
1þH 
½RF]C 1þH   ¼ ½F]C 1þH . Since ½RF]C 1þH   ¼ ½F]C 1þH , by Lemma 5, the C arc exchange 
system F induces a Markov map FF. Therefore, (F,FF) is equivalent to a C 
1þa self- 
renormalizable structure as defined in Ref. [30]. 
By Theorem 1.14 in Ref. [28] (see also Pinto and Rand [29]), there is a one-to-
one correspondence between C 1þH conjugacy classes of (F, FF) and C 
1þH conjugacy 
classes of C 1þH diffeomorphisms g(F, FF) with hyperbolic invariant set Lg, and with 
an invariant measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Hausdorff 
measure. 
Proof  of  statement  (d):  Let  F  be  a  C 1þH   arc  exchange  system  such    that 
1þH 
½RF]C 1þH   ¼ ½F]C 1þH . Since ½RF]C 1þH   ¼ ½F]C 1þH , by Lemma 5, the C arc exchange 
system F induces a Markov map FF. Let CF be the set of all C 
1þH conjugacy classes of 
pairs (F, FF). Hence, there is a one-to-one map m1  : CR  ! CF   given by m1ðFÞ ¼ ðF; FFÞ. 
By Lemma 4.2 in Ref. [28] (see also Pinto and Rand [29]), there is a well-defined 
Teichmu¨ ller space TS consisting of solenoid functions, and a one-to-one map m2  : 
TS ! CF  given by m2ðsÞ ¼ ðF; FFÞ. Therefore, m21 + m2  : TS ! CR  is a one-to-one map. A 
 
6. C 1;HD rigidity 
Let us present the following notion of C 1,HD  regularity of a   function. 
 
Definition 6.1. Let f : I ! J be a homeomorphism between open sets I , R and J , R. 
If 0 , a , 1, then f is said to be C1,a if f is differentiable and for all points x, y [ I 
1 1 
1 
Mg Mg 
 
 
 
 j 
f ;M 
M 
0 
M 
 
where the positive function xf(t) satisfies limt!0xfðtÞ=t 
all points x, y [ I, 
¼ 0. f is said to be C 1,a , if, for 
 
  
 
 
 
where the positive function x(t) satisfies limt!0xðtÞ=t ¼ 0. 
In particular, for every b . a . 0, a C 1 þ b diffeomorphism is C 1,a, and, for every 
g . 0, a C 2 þ g diffeomorphism is C 1,1. We note that the regularity C 1,1 (also 
denoted by C 1 þ zigmund) of a diffeomorphism u used in this paper is stronger than 
the regularity C 1 þ Zigmund (see Ref. [18]). The importance of these C 1,a smoothness 
classes for a diffeomorphism u : I ! J follows from the fact that if 0 , a , 1 then 
the map u will distort ratios of lengths of short  intervals  in  an  interval  K , I  by  an  
amount  that  is oðjI 
a
Þ, and if a ¼ 1 the map u will distort the cross-ratios of 
quadruples of points in an interval K , I by an amount that is oðjIjÞ (see Ref.     [27]). 
An arc exchange system ðF; J F; TF; BFÞ is affine, if BF is an affine atlas and the maps 
in F and in JF  are affine with respect to the charts in BF. 
Theorem 2. Let Ci be the topological conjugacy class of C
1þH i-arc exchange systems 
determined  by  a  C1þH   hyperbolic  diffeomorphism  (f,L, )  (as  in  Theorem  1). Every 
i 
C 1;HDðL Þ arc exchange system F [ Cf, , with bounded geometry, that is a C 
1;HDðVF Þ fixed 
1;HDðLi Þ 
point   of   renormalization   operator,   i.e.   ½Rf ;MF]C 1;HDðVF Þ   ¼ ½F]C 1;HDðVF Þ ,   is   C conjugate 
to an affine i-arc exchange system. 
By  Ref.  [33],  if  HD(Li) , 1  and  HD(Li
0 
) ¼ 1,  then  there  are  no  C 1;HDðVF Þ   arc 
1;HDðVF Þ 
exchange systems F [ Cf,M, with bounded geometry, that 
are C 
renormalization operator. 
fixed points of 
 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us suppose that the arc exchange system C is a C 1,a fixed point 
of the renormalization operator Rf,M with a ¼ HDðTCÞ and with bounded geometry. 
Hence, by Lemma 5, C induces a C 1,a Markov map FC. Let j be the homeomorphic 
extension of the conjugacy between F and C, and set h ¼ j + k + p. We will consider the 
following two distinct cases: (a) HD(Li) , 1 and (b) HD(Li) ¼ 1. 
Case HD(Li) , 1. Let Tn be the set of all pairs (I, J) such that (i) I is a stable leaf n- 
cylinder, (ii) J is a stable leaf n-cylinder or a stable n-gap cylinder and (iii) I and J 
have a unique common endpoint (see Appendix A.4). Using the Mean Value 
theorem and that FC is a C 
1,a Markov map, the function r : <n$1Tn ! R
þ given by 
 
 
 
is well-defined, where jLj means the length of the smallest interval containing L 
, R. By bounded geomatry of C, we obtain that r is bounded away from zero. 
Furthermore, using that FC is a C 
1,a Markov map, for every pair (I, J) [ Tn, we get 
 
    
 
where Cn [ R
þ converges to zero when n tends to infinity. 
a 
 D 
0 
n 
0 
0 
 
D C 
Let h ¼ hðM;NÞ : ‘~ ðM;NÞ ! ‘~ ðM;NÞ be a i-primitive holonomy. Since the arc exchange 
system is C 1,a, for every (I, J) [ Tn such that I < J , ‘~ 
   
ðM;NÞ , we get 
  
 
where Cn [ R
þ converges to 
zero when n tends to infinity. 
From (11), we obtain that 
 
 
 
 
Thus, using (12) we 
get 
 
 
 
 
where C0 
[ Rþ converges to zero when n tends to 
infinity. 
Since a ¼ HD(TC), by the Rigidity Lemma 4.1 in Ref. [27], we obtain that r is a 
stable transversely affine ratio function (see definition in Appendix  A.7). 
Case HD(Li) ¼ 1. Let J0, J1 and J2 be distinct leaf segments such that J0 and J1 have 
a common endpoint, and J1 and J2 have also a  common  endpoint. Let  the cross-
ratio cr(J0, J1, J2) be given by 
 
 
 
 
A similar argument to the one above gives  that 
 
 
 
 
 
where Cn [ R
þ converges to zero when n tends to infinity. Hence, by the Rigidity Lemma 
4.1 in Ref. [27], we obtain that r is a stable transversely affine ratio function. 
Therefore, the ratio function r determines an affine atlas A(r) on the i-leaf 
segments such that the holnomies and f are affine. Thus, the atlas B(r), on the train 
track Tf, induced by A(r) is an affine atlas such that the arc exchange system is affine 
and the Markov map is also affine. Therefore, the arc exchange system is an affine 
fixed point of   renormalization. A 
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Appendix 
In this appendix, we present some basic facts for C 1þH hyperbolic diffeomorphisms ( 
f, L), that we include for clarity of the exposition. We say that ( f, L) is a C 1þH 
hyperbolic diffeomorphism, if ( f, L) has the following properties: 
(a) f : S ! S is a C 1þa diffeomorphism of a compact surface S with respect to a C 
1þa
 
structure on S, for some a . 0. 
(b) L is a hyperbolic invariant subset of S such that f jL is topologically transitive and L 
has a local product structure. 
In particular, a C 1þH  diffeomorphism f with a codimension 1 attractor L is a C 1þH 
hyperbolic diffeomorphism. 
 
A.1 Leaf segments 
Let d be a metric on M, and define the map fi ¼ f if i ¼ u, or fi ¼ f 
21 if i ¼ s. For 
i [ {s,u}, if x [ L we denote the local i-manifolds through x by 
 
 
 
By the Stable Manifold theorem [36] (see Refs. [14,36]), these sets are 
respectively contained in the stable and unstable immersed  manifolds 
 
 
 
which are the image of a C 1þg immersion ki;x : R ! M. An open (respectively, closed) 
full i-leaf segment I is defined as a subset of W i(x) of the form ki;xðI1Þ where I1 is an open 
 k 
 
(respectively, closed) subinterval (non-empty) in R. An i-open (respectively, closed) 
leaf segment is the intersection with L of a full open (respectively, closed) i-leaf 
segment such that the intersection contains at least two distinct points. If the 
intersection is exactly two points we call this i-closed leaf segment an i-leaf gap. An 
i-full leaf segment is either an open or closed i-full leaf segment. An i-leaf 
segment is either an open or closed i-leaf segment. The endpoints of a full i-leaf 
segment are the points ki,x(u) and ki,x(v) where u and v are the endpoints of I1. The 
endpoints of an i-leaf segment I are the points of the minimal closed full i-leaf 
segment containing I. The interior of a i-leaf segment I is the complement of its 
boundary. In particular, a i-leaf segment I has empty interior if, and only if, it is an i-
leaf gap. A map c : I ! R is an i-leaf chart of an i-leaf segment I if has an extension 
cE : IE ! R to a full i-leaf segment IE with the following properties: I , IE and cE is a 
homeomorphism onto its image. An i-full leaf segment is either an open or close full 
leaf segment. 
 
A.2 Rectangles 
Since L is a hyperbolic invariant set of a diffeomorphism f : M ! M, for 0 , 1 , 10 
there is d ¼ d(1) . 0, such that for all points w, z [ L with d(w, z) , d, W u(w, 1) and W 
s(z, 1) intersect in an unique point that we denote by [w, z ]. Since we assume that 
the hyperbolic set has a local product structure, we have that [w, z ] [ L. 
Furthermore, the following properties are satisfied: (i) [w, z ] varies continuously with 
w, z [ L; (ii) the bracket map is continuous on a d-uniform neighbourhood of the 
diagonal in L £ L; and (iii) whenever both sides are defined f ð½z; w]Þ ¼ ½ f ðzÞ; f 
ðwÞ]. Note that the bracket map does not really depend on d provided it is sufficiently    
small. 
Let us underline that it is a standing hypothesis that all the hyperbolic sets considered 
here have such a local product  structure. 
A   rectangle   R   is   a   subset   of   L  which   is   (i)   closed   under   the   bracket   i.e. 
x; y [ R ) ½x; y] [ R, and (ii) proper i.e. is the closure of its interior in L. This 
definition imposes that a rectangle has always to be proper which is more 
restrictive than the usual one which only insists on the closure condition. 
If ‘^ s  and ‘^ u  are respectively stable and unstable leaf segments intersecting in a single 
point then we denote by ½‘^  s; ‘^  u] the set consisting of all points of the form [w, z ] 
with w [ ‘^  s  and z [ ‘^  u. We note that if the stable and unstable leaf segments ‘^   
and ‘^  0  are closed then the set ½‘^  ; ‘^  0] is a rectangle. Conversely in this two-
dimensional situations, any rectangle R has a product structure in the following 
sense: for each x [ R there are closed 
stable and unstable leaf segments of L, ‘^ sðx; RÞ , W sðxÞ and ‘^ uðx; RÞ , W uðxÞ such that ^ ^ ^ ^ 
R ¼ ½‘sðx; RÞ; ‘uðx; RÞ].  The  leaf  segments  ‘sðx; RÞ  and  ‘uðx; RÞ  are  called  stable  and 
unstable  spanning  leaf  segments  for  R.  For  i [ {s; u},  we  denote  by  ›‘^  iðx; RÞ  the  set 
consisting   of   the   endpoints  
of 
‘^ iðx; RÞ,  and  we  denote  by  int ‘^ iðx; RÞ   the    set 
‘^  iðx; RÞn›‘^  iðx; RÞ.  The  interior  of  R  is  given  by  int R ¼  ½int ‘^  sðx; RÞ; int ‘^  uðx; RÞ],  and 
the boundary of R is given by ›R ¼ ½›‘^  sðx; RÞ; ‘^  uðx; RÞ]<½‘^  sðx; RÞ; ›‘^  uðx; RÞ]. 
 
A.3 Markov partitions 
By Theorem 3.12 in page 79 of Ref. [3] (see also Sinai [37]), a Markov partition of f is a 
collection R ¼ {R1; . .  . ; Rk } of such rectangles such that (i) L , <i¼1Ri; (ii) Ri>Rj ¼ 
›Ri>›Rj for all i and j; (iii) if x [ int Ri and fx [ int Rj then 
(a) f ð‘^  sðx; RiÞÞ , ‘^  sð fx; RjÞ and f 21ð‘^  uð fx; RjÞÞ , ‘^  uðx; RiÞ 
(b) f ð‘^  uðx; RiÞÞ > Rj  ¼ ‘^  uð fx; RjÞ and f 21ð‘^  sð fx; RjÞÞ > Ri  ¼ ‘^  sðx; RiÞ. 
  
i 
i 
0 
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The last condition means that f(Ri) goes across Rj just once. In fact, it follows 
from condition (a) providing the rectangles Rj are chosen sufficiently small (see 
Man˜ e´  [15]). The rectangles which make up the Markov partition are called Markov 
rectangles. 
We note that there is a Markov partition R of f with the following disjointness 
property 
(see Bowen [3], Newhouse and Palis [20], Sinai  [37]): 
(i) if 0 , df ;s , 1 and 0 , df ;u , 1 then the stable and unstable leaf boundaries of 
any two Markov rectangles do not intesect. 
(ii) if 0  ,  df ;i  , 1 and 0  ,  df ;i0   ¼ 1 then the i0-leaf boundaries of any two 
Markov rectangles do not intersect except, possibly, at their endpoints. 
If df ; s ¼ df ; u ¼ 1, the disjointness property does not apply and so we consider that it 
is trivially satisfied for every Markov partition. For simplicity of our exposition, we 
consider Markov partitions that satisfy the disjointness property. This result is also 
used in [7 – 9,23,24,31,32]. 
 
A.4 Cylinders and gaps 
For i ¼ s or u, an i-leaf primary cylinder of a Markov rectangle R is a spanning i-leaf 
segment of R. For n $ 1, an i-leaf n-cylinder of R is an i-leaf segment I such  that 
(i) f nI is an i-leaf primary cylinder of a Markov rectangle M; 
(ii) f nð‘i
0 
ðx; RÞÞ , M for every x [ I. 
For n $ 2, an i-leaf n-gap G of R is an i-leaf gap {x,y} in a Markov rectangle R such that n 
is the smallest integer such that both leaves f n21 ‘i
0 
ðx; RÞ and f n21 ‘i
0 
ðy; RÞ are contained in 
i i i -boundaries of Markov rectangles; An i-leaf primary gap G is the image fiG by fi of an i- 0 0 
leaf two-gap G0. 
Let f be a diffeomorphisms with a codimension 1 hyperbolic attractor and p be 
the projection as constructed in (2). The projection p(I) of a stable leaf n-cylinder I is in 
the n- 
level LðnÞ  of the partition of Ff, (see definition of L
ðnÞ  in Section 4). 
 
A.5 Basic holonomies 
Suppose that x and z are two points inside any rectangle R of L. Let I and J be two 
stable leaf segments respectively containing x and z and inside R. Then we define 
h : I ! J by hðwÞ ¼ ½w; z].  Such  maps  are  called  the  basic  stable  holonomies.  They  
generate  the pseudo-group of all stable holonomies. Similarly we define the basic 
unstable holonomies. 
 
A.6 Conjugacies 
Let ( f, L) be a C 1þH hyperbolic diffeomorphism. Somewhat unusually we also desire 
to highlight the C 1þH structure on M in which f is a diffeomorphism. By a C 1þH 
structure on M we mean a maximal set of charts with open domains in M such that 
the union of their domains cover M and whenever U is an open subset contained in 
the domains of any two of these charts i and j then the overlap map j + i 21 : iðUÞ ! 
jðUÞ is C 1þa, where a . 0 depends on i, j and U. We note that by compactness of M, 
given such a C 1þH structure on M, there is an atlas consisting of a finite set of these 
charts which cover M and for which the overlap maps are C 1þa compatible and 
uniformly bounded in the C 1þa norm, where a . 0 just depends upon the atlas. We 
denote by Cf the C 
1þH structure on M in which f is a diffeomorphism.  Usually  one  is  
M 
 
not  concerned  with  this  as,  given  two  such  structures, 
  
 
there is a homeomorphism of M sending one onto the other and thus, from this 
point of view, all such structures can be identified. For our discussion, it will be 
important to maintain the identity of the different smooth structures on  M. 
We say that a map h : Lf ! Lg is a topological conjugacy between two C 
1þH hyperbolic diffeomorphisms ( f, Lf) and (g, Lg) if there is a homeomorphism h : 
Lf ! Lg with the following properties: 
(i) g + hðxÞ ¼ h + f ðxÞ for every x [ Lf . 
(ii) The pull-back of the i-leaf segments of g by h are i-leaf segments of f. 
 
 
Definition 7.1. Let F be the set of all C1þH hyperbolic diffeomorphisms (g, Lg) such that 
(g, Lg) and (f, L) are topologically conjugate by   h. 
 
A.7 HR-Ho  ¨lder ratios 
A HR-structure associates an affine structure to each stable and unstable leaf 
segment in such a way that these vary Ho¨  lder continuously with the leaf and are 
invariant under   f. 
An affine structure on a stable or unstable leaf is equivalent to a ratio function 
r(I : J) which can be thought of as prescribing the ratio of the size of two leaf 
segments I and J in the same stable or unstable leaf. A ratio function r(I : J) is positive 
(we recall that each leaf segment has at least two distinct points) and continuous 
in the endpoints of I and J. Moreover, 
 
 
 
 
 
provided I1  and I2  intersect at most in one of their  endpoints. 
We say that r is a i-ratio function if (i) for all i-leaf segments K, r(I : J) (I; J , K) 
defines a ratio function on K; (ii) r is invariant under f, i.e. rðI : JÞ ¼ rðfI : fJÞ for all i-leaf 
segments; and (iii) for every basic i-holonomy map u : I ! J between the leaf 
segment I and the leaf segment J defined with respect to a rectangle R and for 
every i-leaf segment I0  , I and every i-leaf segment or gap I1  , I, 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where e [ (0,1) depends upon r and the constant of proportionality also depends 
upon R, but not on the segments considered. Since r satisfies the condition (14) 
and defines an affine structure on each leaf that is f-invariant we say that r is a 
tranversely Ho l¨der i-ratio function. A HR-structure is a pair (rs, ru) consisting of a 
stable and an unstable ratio function. 
 
Definition 7.2. If an i-ratio function r is invariant under holonomies h (i.e. rðI : JÞ  ¼  
rðhðIÞ : hðJÞÞ), then we say that r is a tranversely affine i-ratio function. 
 
A.8 Realised ratio functions 
Let g [ F and r ¼ rg be a C 
1 þ Riemannian metric on the manifold containing L. The 
i- lamination atlas Ai(g, r) determined by r is the set of all maps e : I ! R where I ¼ L > 
I^  with I^   a full i-leaf segment, such that e extends to an isometry between the 
induced 
 i 
i0 
2 
 
Riemannian metric  on I^  and the Euclidean metric on the reals.  We call  the maps 
e [ A ðg; rÞ the i-lamination charts. If I is an i-leaf segment (or a full i-leaf segment) 
then by jIj ¼ jIjr  we  mean  the  length  in  the  Riemannian  metric  r  of  the  minimal  
full  i-leaf containing I. By hyperbolicity of g in L, there are 0  ,  n , 1 and C . 0 such 
that for all i- leaf segments I and all m $ 0 we get jgmIj # Cn mjIj. Thus, using the 
mean value theorem and the  fact  that  gi  is  C 
r,  for  all short  leaf  segments  K  and 
all  leaf  segments I  and J contained in it, the i-realised ratio function rg,i  given by 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
is well-defined, where a ¼ min{1, r 2 1}. This construction gives the HR-structure on L 
determined by g. By Ref. [26], we get the following  equivalence: 
 
Theorem 3. The map g ! ðrg;s; rg;uÞ determines a one-to-one correspondence 
between C1þH conjugacy classes in F and HR-structures. 
 
A.9 Lamination atlas 
Given an i-ratio function r, we define the embeddings e : I ! R by 
 
 
 
where j is an endpoint of 
the i-leaf segment I and R is a Markov rectangle containing j (see Figure 3). For this 
definition it is not necessary that R contains I. We denote the set of all these 
embeddings e by A(r). 
Let g [ F and A(g, r) the i-lamination atlas determined by a Riemmanian 
metric r. Putting together Propositions 2.5 and 3.5 of Ref. [26], we get that the 
overlap map e1 + e21 between a chart e1  [ A(g, r) and a chart e2  [ Aðrg;iÞ has a C 
1þH 
diffeomorphic extension to the reals. Therefore, for all short leaf segments K and all 
leaf segments I and J contained 
 
 
 
(,R) 
I 
x 
R 
(,x) 
  
Figure 3.  The embedding e : I ! R. 
 i0 
 
in it, we obtain that  
 
 
 
 
where in  is any chart in A(rg,i) containing the segment gnK in its   domain. 
 
A.10 Realised solenoid functions 
For i ¼ s and u, let S i denote the set of all ordered pairs (I, J) of i-leaf segments with 
the following properties: 
(i) The intersection of I and J consists of a single endpoint. 
(ii) if df,i ¼ 1 then I and J are primary i-leaf cylinders. 
(iii) if 0  ,  df,i , 1 then fi0 I is an i-leaf two-cylinder of a Markov rectangle R and fi0 J is an 
i-leaf two-gap also of the same Markov rectangle  R. 
See Section A.4 for the definitions of leaf cylinders and gaps. Pairs (I, J) where both 
are primary cylinders are called leaf-leaf pairs. Pairs (I, J) where J is a gap are called 
leaf-gap pairs and in this case we refer to J as a primary gap. The set S i has a very nice 
topological 
i 
structure. If df ;i0   ¼ 1 then the set 
S 
i 
is isomorphic to a finite union of intervals, and if 
df ;i0   , 1 then the set 
S 
is isomorphic to an embedded arc  set. 
We define a pseudo-metric dSi : Si £ Si ! R
þ on the set S i by 
 
 
 
 
 
Let g [ T( f, L). For i ¼ s and u, we call the restriction of an i-ratio function rg;i to S 
i 
a realised solenoid function sg,i. By construction, for i ¼ s and u, the restriction of 
an i- ratio function to S i gives an Ho l¨der continuous function satisfying the 
matching condition, the boundary condition and the cylinder-gap condition as we 
now proceeed to describe. 
 
A.11 Ho l¨der continuity of solenoid functions 
This means that for t ¼ (I, J) and t0  ¼ ðI0; J0 Þ in S i, jsiðtÞ 2 siðt0Þj # OðdS i ðt; t0 ÞaÞ:  The 
Ho¨lder continuity of sg,i  and the compactness of its domain imply that sg,i  is 
bounded away from zero and infinity. 
 
 
A.12 Matching condition 
Let ðI; JÞ [ Si be a pair of primary cylinders and suppose that we have pairs 
 
 
 
of primary cylinders such that fi I  ¼ <k21Ij  and f iJ  
¼ <n21Ij.   Then 
j¼0 j¼k 
 
  
i¼1 
<n 
 
 
 
Figure 4.    The f-matching condition for i-leaf  segments. 
Hence, noting that gjL ¼ f jL, the realised solenoid function sg,i must satisfy the matching 
condition (see Figure 4) for all such leaf segments: 
 
 
 
 
A.13 Boundary condition 
If the stable and unstable leaf segments have Hausdorff dimension equal to 1, 
then leaf segments I in the boundaries of Markov rectangles can sometimes be 
written as the union of primary cylinders in more than one way. This gives rise to 
the existence of a boundary condition that the realised solenoid functions have to 
satisfy as we pass to   explain. 
If J is another leaf segment adjacent to the leaf segment I then the value of jIj/jJj 
must 
be the same whichever decomposition we use. If we write J ¼ I0  ¼ K0 and I as 
<m 
Ii and 
j¼1Kj where the Ii and Kj are primary cylinders with Ii – Kj for all i and j, then the above 
two ratios are 
 
  
 
 
Thus, noting that gjL ¼ f jL, a realised solenoid function sg,i  must satisfy the   following 
boundary condition (see Figure 5) for all such leaf segments: 
 
  X  Y 
 
 
 
A.14 Scaling function 
If the i-leaf segments have Hausdorff dimension less than one and the i0-leaf 
segments have Hausdorff dimension equal to 1, then a primary cylinder I in the i-
boundary of a 
 
 
Figure 5.    The boundary condition for i-leaf  segments. 
 i0 
i0 
i¼1 
 
Markov rectangle can also be written as the union of gaps and cylinders of other 
Markov rectangles. This gives rise to the existence of a cylinder-gap condition that 
the i-realised solenoid functions have to satisfy. 
Before defining the cylinder-gap condition, we will introduce the scaling function 
that 
will be useful to express the cylinder-gap  condition. 
Let scli  be the set of all pairs (K, J) of i-leaf segments with the following  
properties: 
(i) K is a leaf n1-cylinder or an n1-gap segment for some n1 . 1; 
(ii) J is a leaf n2-cylinder or an n2-gap segment for some n2 . 1; 
(iii) mn121K and mn221J are the same primary cylinder. 
 
Lemma 6. Every fuction si : Si ! R
þ has a canonical extension si to scl i. Furthermore, if 
si is the restriction of a ratio function rijS 
i to S i then si ¼ rijscl
i. 
See proof of Lemma 6 in Ref.  [28]. 
 
Remark 3. The above map si : scli ! Rþ is the scaling function determined by the solenoid function 
si : Si ! R
þ. 
 
A.15 Cylinder-gap condition 
Let (I,K) be a leaf-gap pair such that the primary cylinder I is the i-boundary of a 
Markov rectangle R1. Then the primary cylinder I intersects another Markov 
rectangle R2 giving rise to the existence of a cylinder-gap condition that the realised 
solenoid functions have to satisfy as we proceed to explain. Take the smallest l $ 0 
such that f l I < f l K is contained 
i0 i0 
in the intersection of the boundaries of two Markov rectangles M1  and M2. Let M1  be the 
Markov rectangle with the property that M1 > f l R1 is a rectangle with non-empty 
interior (and so M2 > f l R2 also has non-empty interior). Then, for some positive 
n, there are distinct n-cylinder and gap leaf segments J1; . . .  ; Jm contained in a 
primary cylinder of M2 
such that f l K ¼ Jm and the smallest full i-leaf segment containing f l I is equal to the union 
i0 i0 
<m21J^ i, where J^ i  is the smallest full i-leaf segment containing Ji. Hence, 
 
 
 
 
 
Hence, noting that gjL ¼ fjL, a realised solenoid function sg;i must satisfy the 
cylinder- gap condition (see Figure 6) for all such leaf segments: 
 
 
 
 
where sg;i  is the scaling function determined by the solenoid function   sg;i. 
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Figure 6.    The cylinder-gap condition for i-leaf  segments. 
  
A.16 Solenoid functions 
Now, we are ready to present the definition of an i-solenoid   function. 
 
Definition 7.3. An Ho l¨der continuous function si : Si ! R
þ is an i-solenoid function 
if si satisfies the matching condition, the boundary condition and the cylinder-gap 
condition. 
We denote by PS( f) the set of pairs (ss, su) of stable and unstable solenoid functions. 
 
Remark 4. Let si : Si ! Rþ be an i-solenoid function. The matching, the boundary and 
the cylinder-gap conditions are trivially satisfied except in the following cases: 
(i) The matching condition if d f,i ¼ 1. 
(ii) The boundary condition if d f ; s ¼ d f ;u ¼ 1. 
(iii) The cylinder-gap condition if d f ;i  , 1 and d f ;i0   ¼ 1. 
 
Theorem 4. The map ri ! rijSi gives a one-to-one correspondence between i-ratio 
functions and i-solenoid functions. 
See proof of Theorem 4 in Ref.  [28]. 
The set PS( f) of all pairs (ss, su) has a natural metric. Combining Theorem 3 
with Theorem 4, we obtain that the set PS( f) forms a moduli space for the C 1þH  
conjugacy classes of C 1þH  hyperbolic diffeomorphisms g [ T ð f ; LÞ: 
 
Corollary 1. The map g ! ðrg;sjSs; rg;ujSuÞ determines a one-to-one correspondence 
between C1þH conjugacy classes of g [ T( f, L) and pairs of solenoid functions in PS(f). 
